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STATES 

I am presently employed as an Associate 

Professor at Eastern Kentucky University, 

College of Law Enforcement, specialising in 

bombing crime scene investigation. I have held 

this. position since 5 January 1998. 

I retired fiom the United States Federal Bureau 

of Investigation on 2 January 1998. I was with 

the FBI for a little over 20 years. Essentially my 

whole career with the FBI revolved around the 

investigation of explosives. On my first posting 

as a field agent I was designated Bomb , 
Co-ordinator for Charleston Division. In 

February of 1981 I transferred to the FBI 

Laboratory in Washington. I completed a 

l 0  month period of training in how to be an 

explosives examiner. At that time I was 

.designated as a Supervisory Special Agent. At 

the lab I had one person who worked for me 

t an agent but a technician. 

so fulfilled a supervisory role on a 
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temporary basis over the necessary personnel 

when I attended at crime scenes. 

When I retired in 1998, I had achieved the 

position of Unit Chief of the Bomb Data Centre. 

This unit was responsible for the. training of 

bomb examiners, the co-ordination of research 

and development and the collection of bombing 

statistics and analysis. We were also involved in 

training individuals in bomb crime scene 

investigation. 

I first became involved in the Lockerbie Air 

Disaster Enquiry on 22 December 1988 when I 

travelled to Lockerbie, Dumfries, Scotland. My 

remit was to look after United States interests re 

the processing of evidence, to assist the 

authorities and provide assistance to RARDE 

(now known as DERA). I had had previous 

dealings with Alan Ferraday at RARDE in 

connection with other cases. We made 

suggestions to the S10 John Orr on how to 

exam* such a scene. However, they did not 

need a lot of our suggestions as I must say that 

the organisation was phenomenal. 

On 24 December 1988, I was in the AAIB room 

at Lockerbie when I was shown a piece of metal . 
which showed signs of pitting and cratering, 

indicative of an explosion. At that time I knew 

we were dealing with an explosive device and 

that this was now a criminal investigation. 
8 
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On 26 or 27 December 1998, I returned to the 

UGted Sktss where i briefed FBI officials and 

took directions from them. I was instructed to 

return to Lockerbie with a team of investigators. 

We were to provide as much technical assistance 

as we could on the ground. We felt that this 

would be particularly valuable since the British 

system, involving RARDE, did not take a hands 

on approach to investigation. Most of the time 

Mr Ferraday and his colleagues stayed away 

fiom the scene and worked in their laboratory. 

l 
. - -  . At that.time I was trying to think of possible 

leads which may assist in discovering who had 

planted the IED. I was aware that the G e m  

had recently recovered a bomb housed in a 

radio, which had been designed to activate on an 

aircraft using a barometric device. Accordingly, 

I travelled to Germany in the first week of 

January [PF Note: This must have been at Ieast 

mid 19891. I was permitted to view two devices 

which had been rendered safe and the remnants 

of a device which had exploded mote: This 

explosion took place in April 19891. As an 

investigator, it was my duty to exhaust alI 

potential lines of enquiry, whether fiuitfd or l 

not. I returned to Lockerbie and briefed the 

team on my observations. 

Over the next few weeks and months I travelled 

back and forth between Lockerbie and 

Washington. I tried repeatedly to gain access to 
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RARDE with a view to inspecting the evidence, 

but such acess was denied. Accordingly, I 

turned to working with the AAIB on the 

baggage container and identified to them what 

appeared to be explosive damage on the 

reconstructed aircraft. I was able to take 

measurements in an effort to establish where the 

IED had been located on the aircraft. The 

physical examination of the plane reconstruction 

was supported by explosive testing which I 

carried out at Indian Head in the United States in 

an effort to determine precisely where the bomb 

- .- case hqd been loaded and how much explosive 

had been necessary. I concluded that the bomb 

case had been placed on the second layer in the 

container. It is fair to say that my conclusions 

.were very similar to those independently 

reached by the witness Alan Ferraday. 

Sometime in 1990, I received idonnation that a 

fragment of circuit board had been recovered at 

Lockerbie which was potentially of significance. 

Subsequently I received a photograph of the 

hgment. I believe that it was given to me by an 

FBI liaison officer but I cannot r e d  exactly 

who. When I received the photograph I was told 

that it was subject to a caveat that it was not to 

be shown to any other agencies outside the FBI. 

I recall that the caveat had been imposed by 

Stuart Henderson. I think that the photograph I 

was given showed the whole ffagment, prior to 

any samples being removed, however, I am not 
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certain. Due to the caveat, I started doing work 

on my own to idenAti the piece of circuit board. 

I noted the curved area, which had been cut out 

flom the flagment. I recalled that the Japanese 

Red Army had attracted interest throughout the 

world using electric timers using printed circuit 

boards which had similar pieces cut out. By this 

time, we were aware of the "Mary's House" 

connection in Malta. I instructed an FBI officer 

in Malta to purchase a number of alarm clocks 

which I subsequently examined in an effort to 

compare with the hgment. I I d  not find a 

match. , 

I had the photograph for several months. Stuart 

Henderson then attended a case conference at 

Quantico pote: June 19901 where I asked him 

in person to remove the caveat.. He agreed I 

thereafter contacted a colleague at the Central 

Intelligence Agency (the witness John Scott 

Orkin) whom I have known for a number of 

years. Both of us regularly attended a monthly 

inter-agency meeting to discuss and exchange 

information on explosive devices. During the 

period in which the caveat was still in force a 

number of such meetings took place. I did not 

show the photogiaph to the witness John Scott 

Orkin during this period. It is possible that I 

mentioned the existence of the photograph. I 

attended at the witness John Scott Orkin's 

premises on 15 June 1990 and showed the 

photograph to him and explained the 
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circumstances surrounding it. Together we went 

through a series of Technical Exploitation 

Reports prepared by the witness Orkin These 

reports were prepared by him and had thereafter 

been circulated to various other interested 

parties including myself We spotted a report on 

a timing device, which looked very similar to 

the fragment. Unusually the device itself was 

still at the witness Orkin's premises. He was 

able to produce it to me. I took it apart and '. 
examined it using a microscope. On 

examination I was sure that we had found the 
-- right device. The witness Orkin obtained 

cl-ce fiom his headquarters and I was 

thereafter permitted to take the timing device 

with me. I was told that, as far as the CIA (the 

Agency)was concerned, it was not to be 

involved in the chain of custody and that the 

t h i n g  device was to be regarded as having 

come directly from the Bureau of Alcohol, 

Tobacco and Firearms. I took the device and 

said that I would obtain instructions from 

headquarters as to how to deal with the situation. 

I showed the timing device and photograph to 

the laboratory director and he agreed with the 

idenscation. This was the fist occasion on 

which I "fronted" a find for the Agency. The 

decision to present the situation in this manner 

was made within the admhistrative confines of 

the Federal Bureau of Investigation. I do not 

who made the decision. For public 
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Production No 284 

Label No 

Label No 

Label No 

consumption, the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco 

and Firearms had provided the timer. 

I am shown 

Cow Document IDE52). A certified copy of the 

technical exploitation of the timer recovered in 

Togo 

This is the Technical Exploitation of the timing 

device which I have referred to. I believe that 

the witness Orkin gave me a copy of the 

document to take with me. I can no longer 

recall if I already had a copy of this particular 

report in my files. - 

A few days later on 20 June 1990 Scottish 

investigators including the witnesses William 

Williamson, Alan Ferraday and Stuart 

Henderson travelled to Washington and brought 

Fragment of Printed Circuit Board (PT35B) 

with them. I carried out a comparison between 

Fragment of Printed Circuit Board PT35B) 

and the timing device which I had taken &om 

the Central Intelligence Agency . 

Timer IDP84) 

and satisfied myself that they were from the 

same source. The task was then to source the 

timer. I do not recall the witness Orbin 

mentioning the name Mebo to me on 15 June 

1990. I recall that the Central Intelligence 

Agency had evaluated another item 

manufactured by the iirm Mebo in Switzerland 

(the Chad device - pageboy) which had been in 
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Libyan hands. I cannot recall whether this was 

something which was drawn to my attention or 

which I established by examining the Technical 

Exploitations myself. 

I am shown 

Cow Document (DE53). 

This is the Technical Exploitation of the Chad 

device I referred to. This report mentions the 

company Mebo. I recall examining this @ 
document and thinking that it may be a potential 

lead. I cannot recall what link I perceived 

between the timing &vice and the pageboy. 

I decided not to go directly to Mebo. Instead, I 

investigated the suppliers of the components 

which featured on 

Timer (DP84) 

in order to establish whether such components 

were delivered to a common ori& particularly 

Mebo. Initially, I concentrated on the Nymph 

crystal and was able to establish that it was 

delivered to Mebo. I was still in the process of 

carrying out my enquiries regarding these 

components when the Swiss Police visited the 

premises of Mebo and showed them 

photographs of the fragment. 

I recall that at one point I investigated the 

ossibility that a partially erased series of letters 

Label No 
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may have read M580. At some time M580 

became obsolete and my attention shifted to the 

lettering saying Mebo. I do not recall what 

triggered this change. I do not recall when this 

change took place. 

I am shown 

Document (Grand Jurv Testimony) (CS93). 

I testified in terms of the public version of 

events which had been previously determined. I 

do not know who made this determination. I 

gave interviews on television describing events 

in similar terms. . - 

At page 33, line 23 I have testified that I 

received the photograph of the fragment in 

February 1990. This will be correct. 

At page 36, line 13 I have testified that 

Mr Sherrow made the timer available to me as 

an inter comparison item. To my knowledge, I 

have not met Mr Sherrow. I do not believe that 

this testimony is misleading. I did not say that 

Mr Sherrow made the timer available to me 

directly. As far as I am concerned, Mr Sherrow 

brought the device back from Lom6, Togo for 

inter comparison purposes by a number of 

people. 

e the inter comparison identification of the 

ent and the timer. I have never heard it 

sted that anyone else made the 
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identification. The witness John Scott Orkin 

confirmed my tentative identification an 15 June 

1990. I had already gone through the Technical 

Exploitations at my office and had not made the 

connection. However I do not know if 

the MST- 13 timer Exploitation @E 52) 

was in my office or not when I went through the 

Technical Exploitations. 

I am shown I 

FD302 dated 29 August 1991 (not a vroduction). I 

This document was prepared by me. The 1 
document suggests that I received 

Timer CDP84) 

directly fiom Richard Sherrow on 15 June 1990. 

That is incorrect. The Scottish investigators and 

FBI knew that the Togo timer had come from 

the CIA. I do not have an answer as to why I I 
drafted the ID302 of 29 August 1991 in this 

manner. I do not recall. I agree that the FD302 

was authored approximately one month before 

my Grand Jury testimony where I have stated 

that I received the timer from Sherrow. 

I am shown 

Document D8789. 

This is my report on the timer and the fkgments. 

In summary, I came to the conclusion that. 

Fragment of Printed Circuit Board PT3 5B 
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and 

Timer (DP841 

were of common origin. Although the report is 

in my name I was not responsible for compiling 

all of the report. I am not the author pages 5 to 8 

of the report which relates to the ..electronic 

exploitation. I did not do the electronic 

exploitation of the timing device. I am not an 

electrical engineer. .The style of this report is 

consistent with that issued by the FBI at the 

relevant time. The reporting style has since 

changed. 

The 55 photographs, which are contained in the 

report, were either taken by me or taken on my 

instructions and show the following:- 

1 Caused it to be taken 

2 Caused it to be taken 

3 I took in France 

4 Caused it to be taken 

5-6 I took in France 

7-8 Caused it to be taken 

9 I took in France 

10 I caused it to be taken 

1 1-1 3 I took in France 

14-1 6 Caused it to be taken 

17 I took in France 

18-1 9 Caused it to be taken 

20-2 1 I took in France 

22 Caused it to be taken 
- 
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23- 38 Photographs- K2 

photographer unknown, 

supplied by Edward 

Marshman 

(Precognoscer's Note: 

Photographs taken by 

the witness Warren 

Jmes Clemens - 
information not known 

by witness Thurman) 

39-41 Caused to be taken K3 

42-44 Caused to be taken K4 

45 Caused to be taken K3 

46-49 Caused to be taken K5 

50-5 1 Caused to be taken K6 

52 Caused to be taken Comparison 

between 

K l r n  
53 Caused to be taken Comparison 

between - 

54 Caused to be taken in KIPT35B 

June 1990 

55 Caused to be taken in Backlit 

Washington in June KlRT35B 

1990 

I am shown photograph number 2 of my report 

Couv Document D8789 

and photograph number (to be inserted) part of 

Photographs. 
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TRUTH 




